Presents OneMind Dogs Coach Anna Eifert

3-days of top notch instruction for all levels of agility teams.

August 31- September 2, 2018 at Fun Fur Paws ~ Mount Vernon, WA

Anna works as a full-time agility trainer in her own company in Hungary. Agility has
been part of her life since 1999 and she also has a
sports background in amateur gymnastics.
As a handler, Anna describes herself as ‘the crazy
one’: “I’m the one who runs the Bull Terrier!” She
enjoys independent obstacle skills, distance work
and unique handling solutions, which she can select
herself.
When Anna is coaching, she is almost always
smiling, because she love dogs and she also loves
to teach agility. “I'm very patient and precise. I like to
make hard courses easy for my students,” Anna says.
Anna thinks all good coaches have a few things in common: “They are patient, they are
passionate to teach, help and share knowledge. They are flexible. They can explain
very well. They can motivate. They love dogs. They are positive. And they have a great
sense of humor.”
All seminars will be held 9AM - 5PM; working spots are limited to 10 dogs; auditing is unlimited.
Friday, August 31st: Technique Quiz Training
Start with the dog’s line. Is it a wrap? A slice? A V-shape or U-shape? Then decide what techniques can
create that line? Try it with your virtual dog, and try it with your real dog! This training day is all about
learning to choose which technique will work best in a variety of course situations.

Experience level: Completion of Handling Techniques 1 or higher. Not sure? ASK!
Saturday, September 1st: Balancing the Scales
In agility, we strive to train our dogs to have a balance of 60% obstacle focus and 40% handler focus.
However, with some dogs it’s easy to tip the scales too far in one direction. This training day is about
learning how to move the scales in the right direction and keep them there.
Experience level: No OneMind Dogs experience necessary; dog should be proficient on most/all obstacles
and able to sequence 6-8 obstacles at one time
Sunday, September 2nd: Reality Lines
Are you able to predict where your dog will take-off, land, and turn? Knowing these three things makes
planning a course strategy much easier and less like guesswork. Throughout the day, students will get to
work on predicting their dog’s lines and how their handling can affect those lines.
Experience level: Completion of Handling Techniques 2 or higher. Not sure? ASK! Dogs should be proficient
on most/all obstacles and able to sequence 6-8 obstacles at one time.

COSTS:
Working Spot = $250/day
Auditing = $60/day
If you have a working spot one day, auditing is ½ price for any other day(s)!
● Registering will hold your spot for 5 days. Deposit confirms your spot. Once
confirmed, your deposit is non-refundable unless your spot can be filled.
● Any cancellations/substitutions after August 15 will be charged a $10 processing
fee.
● Auditing fees are non-refundable after August 15
● The waitlist is the audit list. You must sign up and pay to audit to be on the
waitlist.
Registration will open midnight on July 16!
synergydogsports.dogbizpro.com

